Inside Out

Former mercenary Bull Krebbs now heads
up security at his nightclub in Harrisburg,
PA. Working the door night after night, hes
seen it all. Though tough on the outside,
hes a little hurt that people find him
unapproachable. Then he pulls a cute twink
out of line to perform a random search, and
hes surprised when the guy giggles and
squirms.
Zach Spencer, graphic artist,
twink, and seriously ticklish, isnt
intimidated by Bull. Hes in awe, and when
Bull saves Zach from being trampled on
the dance floor, Zach finds his inspiration
for the superhero in his graphic novel.
Soon Zach wants more and makes his
move by asking Bull on a date. Though
small, he has a backbone of steel. Hell need
it?their happily ever after is thwarted at
every turn, including by Bulls interloping
mother showing up unannounced and
enemies from Bulls past threatening to pull
him to the other side of the world.
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